BROADCAST ASIDE
and musicians and the aural nostalgia it retains for
older ones, as well as the fact that it sounds more
musical, and analogue becomes as much a business
proposition as an artistic or technological one.
Chris Estes, developer of the CLASP system,
agrees. ‘All the bands coming up now love tape and
want to use it, but it was too expensive for many
of them,’ he told me. At about £4,800, CLASP puts
it within reach of far more users. Lately, they’ve
included Fraser T. Smith (Taio Cruz, Craig David)
and producers on the Continent and in Scandinavia,
so this reinfatuation with analogue recording isn’t
limited to the States.
There are definite economic and artistic reasons
behind the second coming of analogue recording,
but is it a passing fad or the basis for analogue
re-establishing itself as a commercially viable niche
recording format? Before you pass judgment based
on digital’s irrefutably massive infrastructure in
music recording, think back to what happened with
valves and guitar amplifiers. In the 1970s, retailers
and musicians alike were tossing their valve amps
into the dustbin and savouring their new solid-state
electronics. Until they began to realise just how good
those tubes sounded by comparison. Today, there
isn’t a significant manufacturer of guitar amps that
doesn’t have a valve-powered line. So that which
was once considered virtually extinct has made
comebacks in the past. Let’s see what the future
holds for analogue tape. n
On an unrelated note, here’s an instance of a
noted record producer leveraging his brand well
beyond the control room. David Foster, a Grammy
winner with productions for artists including Josh
Groban, Michael Bublé, Barbra Streisand, Celine
Dion, Madonna, Whitney Houston, Michael Jackson
and Chaka Khan, performed his second Foster &
Friends event, at the Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas
in October. The show paired Foster with Seal,
Ne-Yo, Martina McBride, Donna Summer, Charice,
Chaka Khan, Natalie Cole, Kenny Loggins, Michael
Bolton and others, and was also taped for a DVD/
Blu-ray release. At up to $125 per ticket, Foster
is squeezing this for home video, broadcast and
live revenue streams — which is exactly what he’s
supposed to do. Smart stuff, this — beats waiting
for a royalty cheque to arrive in the post. Would I
someday want to see ‘Don Was — The Musical’ in
the West End or on Broadway? You bet I would.
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It sounds fine here
The OB van was not designed for critical listening yet it is expected to generate mixes over
multiple formats. DENNIS BAXTER explains the dilemma.

V

isualise this: Master Control calls the Outside
Broadcast Van and says, ‘There’s a problem
with the sound!’ The sound person who is
listening to it responds, ‘It sounds fine here!’
This dialogue is not fiction — I’ve said it myself —
and I assure you that every sound person who has
mixed in an OB van has said it, too. The reality is
that the television OB van was not designed for critical
listening and generally no one in the OB Van except
the audio mixer is listening to a complete mix over
multiple formats.
Clearly it was difficult to mix in an OB van in the
days of analogue and stereo, but with digital and
surround today, it could be said to be impossible.
Why? The physical audio booth environment is the
culprit because the travelling OB van must comply
with weight and size restrictions that ultimately limit
workspace, acoustic isolation and room for treatment.
Inside the OB van, audio is regulated to a small
space but, even so, it is a micro-study in the science
of spatial sound. Room dimensions and limited
size affect frequency reproduction. Surfaces, such as
the mixing console and racks of equipment, create
complex reflections and waveforms that interfere
with critical listening. Don’t even ask about proper
speaker alignment. And then there’s a considerable
amount of interference and masking from HVAC and
equipment noise.
While we all acknowledge that reference monitoring
is necessary, it is rarely implemented properly and
most OB van designs seriously compromise the critical
listening environment. Where is the disconnect?
Given all these issues, it is amazing that live
television sounds as good as it does. It is definitely
a tribute to the skills and experience of the prime
time sound mixing cadre. I have talked to many live
audio mixers who say they have developed a sense
of confidence in their mixes from experimenting and
improving their design, monitoring the results by
recording and reviewing their shows, and building
on their years of experience. However, the industry’s
expectation for sound to be delivered in multiple
formats to specific engineering standards and loudness
parameters without adequate or proper monitoring is
unrealistic.
We’ve all heard lip service acknowledging the
monitoring problem, but little has actually been done.
Personally, I knew there had to be a solution. Armed
resolution

with my trusty decoder ring, I looked at
the problem with the two fundamental
considerations used when you are designing
a listening space; the environment and
the speaker performance. Most audio
types think they know something about
acoustics, so I thought I would seek the
advice of an acoustician who has some
interesting observations.
Acoustics engineer Russ Berger (www.
rbdg.com), describes it as follows: ‘With
all of the problems inside the OB van
audio space, protecting the mix from noise
pollution is one of the most overlooked
issues. It is critical to control the outside
noise and inside noise so the mixer does
not have to compensate with greater
speaker volume to hear the details of the
mix.’
Berger has designed hundreds of facilities around
the world and says there are plenty of materials and
clever solutions to make a difference for the person
who has to try and make a mix. ‘I have experience
in aircraft sound control,’ Russ explains, ‘and there
are materials that offer great isolation and are very
lightweight.’
Berger acknowledges that it is an unusually
difficult situation but believes there are solutions.
He also says that he has received few inquiries
about OB van designs. ‘Everything is a matter of
trade-offs and compromises, but there has to be an
understanding of the sound quality consequences for
you to make knowledgeable decisions about critical
listening spaces.’
Additionally, driving monitor speakers at excessive
levels accelerates listener fatigue and often pushes the
speaker far beyond its intended performance. Just like
there are options and solutions with acoustics and
noise control, there are options with speaker systems.
Close monitor speakers have long been considered to
be an answer to most monitoring environments in the
OB van. Obviously, close and nearfield monitors are
a good start but are not a complete solution especially
when monitoring surround sound.
Consider this: proper speaker placement in the OB
van is nearly impossible, so why not look for a clever
solution to an old problem? DSP has been around a
long time and is capable of audio miracles — so why
not use it for one?
DSP controlled speakers offer unprecedented
compensation for misaligned speakers and poor
acoustics. Genelec has made significant contributions
to speaker design, but given all the acoustic anomalies
and lack of proper room design, DSP controlled
speakers are a viable offering. (www.genelec.com)
At the end of the day, there is a need for a real
solution and not, as Russ Berger says, ‘Putting
more fuzz on the walls.’ The OB van audio solution
requires an holistic approach using greater isolation,
acoustically tuned listening space, and versatile audio
reproduction systems. It is doable but requires fresh
attention to be paid to the acoustic details from the
ground up.
The live television broadcast industry should
lend an ear to the audio person. Give us a realistic
listening environment and we will give you
superlative sound. n
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